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Assumptions & Target Audience

• Basic understanding of wilderness and wilderness concepts
• Wilderness Act

• Wilderness character

• Wilderness character monitoring framework

• Agency staff and partners actively engaged in WCM work
• Narratives

• Baseline assessments



Brief Overview

• Narratives
• Describe what is unique and special 

• Organized by wilderness character qualities

• Informative and affirming

• Baseline Assessment Reports
• Identifies selected measures for a particular wilderness

• Establishes protocols for each measure

• Contains compiled data for all measures
• Current and legacy data

• Contains any additional, relevant information

• Establishes a wilderness character baseline for a particular wilderness



Tips to Write Strong Narratives & 
Baseline Assessments

Ellicott Rock Wilderness



Tips for Strong WCM Documents

1. Become an expert on the five wilderness character qualities
• Particularly the untrammeled quality

2. Keep your narrative positive
• The goal is not to highlight the impacts

3. Talk to a variety of people
• Agency staff, researchers, partners, friends groups, visitors, local community

4. Get out and experience the wilderness



Tips for Strong WCM Documents

5. Verify your data
• Ground truth & talk to local staff

6. Get involved with agency databases early

7. Identify a core wilderness team

8. Monitor other features of value that are unique and integral to 
wilderness character



Tips for Strong WCM Documents

9. Do not reinvent the wheel, but be specific

10. Get documents reviewed by as many people as possible
• Core wilderness group

• Specialists

• Fellow co-workers

• Line officers

• FS WCM Central Team



• Wilderness character documents require proficiency in the five 
wilderness character qualities.

• Strong narratives are well-researched and describe what is unique and 
special about a wilderness with positive and concise language 
organized by quality.

• Strong baseline assessments require input from a variety of staff and 
compile the most accurate and updated data available to better and 
more consistently monitor impacts to a wilderness over time.

Takeaways



Questions

Hawai‘i Volcanoes Wilderness


